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LatAm Daily | Policy rate hike in Peru due to higher
inflation and inflation expectations
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High inflation and inflation expectations were the factors behind the decision to increase the MPR to 3.75%,
and we do not rule out another hike in the coming months. In Colombia, GDP grew above expectations in
3Q15 mainly due to retail and some services to households. The economic expectation survey in Chile
anticipates a rate pause in the next monetary policy meeting.

Peru - High inflation expectations lead the Central Bank to taper the
monetary stimulus
The Central Bank raised its policy rate to 3.75%. High inflation and inflation expectations, both above the
target range, were behind this decision. Inflation will keep accelerating in the coming months and this would
probably prevent inflation expectations from easing. Hence, we would not be surprised if there are additional
policy rate hikes in the short term. [For more details see our Peru flash in Spanish.]

Colombia - The good GDP result in the third quarter will be temporary
The Colombian economy grew 3.2% YoY in the third quarter of 2015, the best YoY growth this year
(consensus: 3.3; BBVAe: 2.5). The positive contributions came from the sectors most closely linked to
household consumption, such as retail and some services to households. The manufacturing sector,
meanwhile, registered the first positive variation of the year. This slow recovery process will be consolidated
once the Cartagena refinery is working at full capacity in 2Q16. In contrast, mining returned to negative
territory, due to lower oil and coal production. Finally, unlike previous quarters, construction grew less than
total GDP. Looking ahead, in 2016, GDP growth will be lower than 2015. Our current forecast for next year is
an increase of 2.4%. we believe the further slowdown should come from household consumption (retail,
restaurants), construction of civil works, mining, and government consumption.

Chile - Economic expectation survey anticipates another pause in
monetary policy normalisation
The results showed inflation expectations at +0.1% MoM for December, while long-term inflation
expectations remain anchored to the central bank’s target of 3% YoY (both in line with our view). Inflation
forecasts for the end of 2016 consider a rate of +3.4% YoY. Meanwhile, GDP growth forecasts for 2015
remained at 2.1% whereas for 2016 they were revised slightly downwards to 2.2% (from 2.3%). In this
context, the markets now expect the Imacec to increase around 2.0% YoY in November. Finally, in terms of
monetary policy, the survey’s results indicated a pause in rates at 3.25% at next week’s meeting (as we also
expect) but a 25bp increase at January 2016.
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What to watch today

Mexico - October’s Industrial Production Index (9:00hrs NYT)
INEGI will publish October’s industrial production index. We expect that this index will grow 0.4% MoM sa, in
that month. The consensus also considers a similar rate of growth. Note that the expected rate of growth of
October´s industrial production is similar to the level observed in September.

Colombia - BanRep’s minutes (1:00 pm NYT)
The central bank will release its last monetary policy meeting minutes. In November, BanRep’s Board
decided to increase by majority its monetary policy rate 25bp. That said, November’s minutes should provide
further information regarding the Board’s assessment of the current macroeconomic and inflation outlook.
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Calendar indicators  

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description
12.11.2015 Peru: High inflation expectations lead the Central Bank to taper the monetary

stimulus
12.10.2015 Colombia: The good GDP result in the third quarter will be

temporary (In Spanish)
12.09.2015 Brazil: Double-digit inflation
12.07.2015 Chile: CPI with no monthly variation in November, while activity remain weak in

October
12.07.2015 Colombia: November inflation climbs to 6.4%
12.04.2015 Peru: Exports fell nearly 14% yoy in October
12.04.2015 Mexico: The expectation for December interest rate hike is reinforced
12.03.2015 Chile: We expect null variation for November’s CPI (4% YoY)
12.03.2015 Chile: Activity by sector data remained weak in October
12.03.2015 Brazil: The risk of further monetary tightening raises as the fiscal situation

worsens
12.03.2015 Mexico: Credit to the private sector: maintained growth of 13.3%
12.02.2015 Peru: Inflation resumes upward trend in November
12.01.2015 Mexico: Remittances grow 1.7% in October with a flow of 2,075.9md (In Spanish)
11.30.2015 Chile: October’s IMACEC would stand around 2% (In Spanish)
11.30.2015 Chile: Only a negative CPI in November would avoid further increase in the MPR

this month (in Spanish)
11.28.2015 Colombia: BanRep increased the repo rate 25bp up to 5,50% as expected
11.27.2015 Mexico: Annual inflation below 2.3%. Next week watch for US jobs data
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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